Money Instinct

Turn On Subconscious Alerts for Income Opportunities
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Instructions

Listen with headphones and eyes closed. Visualize any situation where you are following your instincts and finding money directly, or any opportunity that can lead to money. See yourself walking through a normal situation and visualize lines of money energy pulling you in all directions.

Tips for Success

Keep a daily journal and record any objective evidence that you are becoming more attuned to any situation where you might find income or money. Write down any business or income ideas you think of while interacting with the world around you. Notice other people using unique ways to make money and write down ideas how you might do the same.

Please visit our forum to share your successes, or to ask any questions:

mindpersuasion.net
**Affirmations**

I have an instinct for money

I can smell money

I can feel money

I can sense money

I can predict money

I see money in the future

I plan for money

I know money deep in my bones

money is attracted to me

my subconscious is always looking for money

I plan many moves ahead around money

I know where money is going to show up

I have an instinct for money opportunities

I have an instinct for income opportunities

I have an instinct for where money is

I have an instinct for where money will be
I can sense money opportunities
I can smell money opportunities
I can predict money opportunities
I am always making money
Money shows up everywhere I go
I create money in my future
I create money in my past
I know when to jump in
I know when to jump out
I trust my instincts
I trust my judgment
I trust my subconscious
I trust my gut
You have an instinct for money
You can smell money
You can feel money
You can sense money
You can predict money
You see money in the future
You plan for money
You know money deep in your bones
money is attracted to you
your subconscious is always looking for money
You plan many moves ahead around money
You know where money is going to show up
You have an instinct for money opportunities
You have an instinct for income opportunities
You have an instinct for where money is
You have an instinct for where money will be
You can sense money opportunities
You can smell money opportunities
You can predict money opportunities
You are always making money
Money shows up everywhere You go
You create money in your future
You create money in your past
You know when to jump in
You know when to jump out
You trust your instincts
You trust your judgment
You trust your subconscious
You trust your gut